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Updated Cartography & Now with ALL Counties Included!The Michigan County Atlas is the best

single resource available for exploring the State of Michigan and all it has to offer. This 224-page

resource has been 30 years in the making and is the only Atlas that covers each Michigan County

as an individual entity.The information provided for each County includes: indexing for county roads,

hydrology, and place names. Complete information for outside boundaries of neighboring counties

provides for easy navigation from one county to the next.Recreational information includes an

extensive list of primary parks for each county, state and federal public lands. National forest

numbered roads, lake and stream boat launch and public access sites, hiking and canoe trails, golf

courses, nature preserves, birding hot spots, public swimming beaches, and more.Quality map

features include road surface distinction, sections and section numbers, civil and federal townships,

address number systems, township offices, public high schools, ZIP code, and more. For the history

buff, the Atlas includes extensive research on Michigan ghost towns and mine sites, old railroad

grades, cemeteries, place name histories, and a historic site and museums index for each county.
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There is no better map of Michigan in existence. If you're traveling anywhere in this state you must

have this book. Even in this day of smart phones and GPS maps nothing beats a good old paper

map for reliability and readability. This book also provides a lot of historical data and is a good read

even when you're not on the road.

We wore our last one out!!! The information in this Atlas is great. It gives a whole new perspective



as you travel to and through the counties. Many conversations have developed with local residence

as you visit their county. It's invaluable! Thank you.:)

Great maps and lots of interesting information about them. I used to be a fan of the Delorme

gazetteers, but since the scale (for Michigan) changed, they are no where near as good as this

atlas. I'll buy another when I need a new atlas.

I got this primarily for boat launches. Its great because not only does it show ALL the boat launches,

and way more compared to the Delorme Michigan Atlas and Gazetteer....It rates each boat launch

on a scale from A to E, with A being the biggest and highest quality boat launch. I also like it

because it is ring binded so it easy to fold without ruining the bind.

This man is amazing. (No, I don't know him beyond his work.) I feel so lucky to have purchased this

atlas after trying to continue to explore Michigan with my very old county map book. I am stunned at

the sheer amount of interesting, necessary and accurate data Mr Brown has captured for our use.

The brilliance of combining old cartography with current digital advances has certainly produced a

new gold standard for evaluating all atlases from this point forward. Time to hit the road!

Michigan information is what you want it will probably be here. Nobody else even makes an attempt

to present the quantity found in this atlas. If your vision is a little on the weak side you will need a

magnifying glass to read the fine print. This is not the best atlas for a quick look in route but one to

plan your moves over a cup of coffee.

Perfect ereplacement for my old Michigan map, with a lot more travel information.

This is a very good map and it tells how & when each county was started. Well worth the price.
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